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We develop and validate an interatomic potential for ruthenium based on the embedded atom
method framework with the Finnis/Sinclair representation. We confirm that the potential yields a
stable hcp lattice with reasonable lattice and elastic constants and surface and stacking fault
energies. We employ molecular dynamics simulations to bring two surfaces together, one flat and the
other with a single asperity. We compare the process of asperity contact formation and breaking in
Au and Ru, two materials currently in use in microelectromechanical system switches. While Au is
very ductile at 150 and 300 K, Ru shows considerably less plasticity at 300 and 600 K
�approximately the same homologous temperature�. In Au, the asperity necks down to a single atom
thick bridge at separation. While similar necking occurs in Ru at 600 K, it is much more limited than
in Au. On the other hand, at 300 K, Ru breaks by a much more brittle process of fracture/decohesion
with limited plastic deformation. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2991301�

I. INTRODUCTION

Contacts between surfaces are central to a wide range of
technologies and present an interesting array of fundamental
issues. Contact behavior may involve phenomena as diverse
as adhesion, friction, bonding, wear, and fracture. Most con-
tact problems are intrinsically multiscale, involving atomic
bonding, nanoscale asperities, defect nucleation, elastic and
plastic deformation, surface roughness, far-field loading, etc.
The atomistic or nanoscale regime is particularly relevant
since this is the length scale at which the first contact be-
tween rough surfaces occurs. Furthermore, recent technologi-
cal applications such as microelectromechanical systems1

�MEMSs� use mechanical contacts that are only a few mi-
crometers large, such that nanoscale contact physics plays an
even greater role.

Because of its large electrical conductivity, gold has be-
come a popular material for electrical contacts. Nevertheless,
its application on microcontact technology such as MEMS
switches has been hindered by a lack of reliability. Extensive
surface damage leads to failure of some gold contact devices
after only several million open/close cycles.2 The resulting
surface damage has been studied experimentally with atomic
force microscopes in order to understand the effect of adhe-
sion, thermal dissipation, and contamination.3–5 Alloying Au
with other metals results in increased hardness, but also in
increased resistivity.6 Atomic-level simulations7–11 and ex-
perimental observations12,13 have shown that the separation
of gold contacts is accompanied by substantial plastic defor-
mation, leading to ductile material separation with consider-
able material transfer from one side of the contact to the
other. This results in significant contact surface morphology
evolution in each cycle. Other pure metals, such as ruthe-
nium, have recently been used to build metal contacts in
MEMS switches. Ruthenium contacts have proven to be
more reliable, routinely surviving millions of cycles without

significant degradation of the contacts.2 While Au contacts
have been the focus of several atomistic simulations, there
are no atomistic simulation studies of contact between Ru
surfaces. Therefore, we do not know whether the fundamen-
tal contact evolution mechanisms observed in Au occur for
other metals generally, and to the important case of Ru, in
particular. Information of this type can help guide the devel-
opment of future generations of MEMS contact switches.

A comparison of Au and Ru contact behavior is also
interesting because the crystal structures of Ru �hexagonal
closed packed �hcp�� and Au �face centered cubic �fcc�� dif-
fer; this can lead to fundamental differences in crystal plas-
ticity. Molecular dynamics �MD� simulation is a powerful
tool in studying adhesion, defect formation, and deformation
on the nanoscale level �that of asperities in MEMS contacts�.
The first step in performing large-scale MD simulation of Ru
is to establish an appropriate interatomic potential. We have
investigated several potentials for Ru available from the lit-
erature, but encountered problems with each of sufficient
magnitude to make them inappropriate for contact simula-
tions. Here, we develop an embedded atom method14,15

�EAM� potential for Ru. We implement this potential in our
MD simulations of asperity contact and separation. The main
focus of this paper is a comparison on how asperity contacts
form and separate in gold and in ruthenium.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

In order to understand the formation and separation of
nanoscale asperity contacts, we employ the MD
technique16,17 to simulate the accompanying atom-scale dy-
namics. In MD, the motion of the atoms is simulated by
solving Newton’s equations of motion for each atom in the
simulation cell. The MD were carried out at a constant pres-
sure and temperature. This was done using the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat18 and barostat19 with a time step of �t
=0.0025 ps. In the contact experiments, we simulate two
substrates, of roughly 15 close-packed planes, facing one an-a�Electronic mail: fortini@yu.edu.
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other. These correspond to the �0001� planes of the Ru hcp
lattice and to the �111� planes of the Au fcc lattice. On one of
the substrates we place an asperity, as shown in Fig. 1. The
top two layers in the upper substrate and the bottom two in
the lower substrate were kept rigid in order to prevent the
two substrates from rotating and to fix the relative displace-
ment of the two substrates in the z-direction. Periodic bound-
ary conditions are enforced in the x- and y-directions. The
simulation cell contains 35 000 atoms. In the present simu-
lations, an anisotropic isobaric ensemble is used at zero lat-
eral pressure to maintain constant �zero� stress in the x- and
y-directions. These boundary conditions were chosen to
model a periodic surface while allowing the system to ex-
pand or contract in the x- and y-directions, as it would if the
substrates were of finite extent in these directions.

Our first step in preparing the system is to construct a
cube-shaped asperity with eight close-packed layers on the
upper surface of the bottom substrate. Second, we anneal the
asperity by increasing the temperature from 3 to 1700 K in
100 ps. Next, we quench the system back to 3 K within 100
ps, and finally we increase the temperature to 600 or 300 K
in 100 ps, for Ru and Au, respectively. The system is then
quenched to the target temperature that may differ from the
above values. This approach allows the asperity shape to
evolve toward one that is relaxed away from its initial cubi-
cal shape. The resultant Ru asperity at 300 K is shown in Fig.
1.

After the asperity annealing is completed, we displace
the upper substrate toward the lower substrate at a constant
velocity of 0.07 Å /ps�7 m /s�, while holding the lower sub-
strate fixed �i.e., we hold the two atomic layers at the bottom
of the lower substrate fixed�. When the distance between the
top of the upper substrate and the bottom of the lower sub-
strate is 1.37 and 1.23 nm, for Ru and Au, respectively, the
sign of the velocity of the upper substrate is reversed. The
simulation continues until the upper and lower substrates are
completely separated. The substrate velocity used here cor-
responds to that in a MEMS switch operating at �1 GHz.
The z-component of the force on the upper substrate is cal-
culated during the simulation in order to determine the force-
displacement relation for the contact simulation system. We

investigate the formation of defects using the order param-
eter recently developed by Ackland and Jones.20

III. INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS

The gold interatomic potential employed in the present
study is an EAM-type potential developed by Cai and Ye.21

This potential provides a reasonable description of both bulk
and surface phenomena and was used previously in contact
simulation experiments.7–10

We examined several potentials for ruthenium that were
available in the literature. For the present simulations, we
looked for a potential that reproduces the elastic constants
and cohesive energy of Ru, and also gives stacking fault
energy and surface energies that are in reasonable agreement
with the experiment. Stacking fault energies play an impor-
tant role in plastic deformation and surface energy deter-
mines the work of adhesion; both key elements in contact
formation and separation phenomena. Igarashi et al.22 devel-
oped two different EAM �Finnis–Sinclair� potentials for Ru.
The stacking fault energies were I2=13 �meV /Å2� in one
version and I2=30.54 �meV /Å2� in the other. Both of these
differ significantly from the experimental value of I2

=53.8 �meV /Å2�. Hence, this potential is unsuitable for our
contact simulations. While modified EAM �MEAM�
potentials23,24 have significantly more flexibility, the MEAM
potentials fail to produce a stable hcp crystal, as noted pre-
viously by Mae et al.25 We confirmed this via MD simula-
tions, which showed that application of a small strain desta-
bilized the hcp lattice of MEAM Ru. Grinberg et al.26

developed an EAM potential for Ru, but did not include �or
calculate� the surface and stacking fault energies. Our expe-
rience shows that such properties will not be reproduced un-
less they �or surrogate properties� are included in the fit. Hu
et al.27 recently proposed another Ru potential, but the cal-
culated values of the stacking fault energy I2

=4.25 �meV /Å2� and the surface energy of the basal plane
�=80 �meV /Å2� are far from the experimental values.

Because none of the extant Ru potentials met the re-
quirements for contact simulations, we developed an EAM
potential that reproduces the stacking fault energy and the
surface energy of ruthenium with good accuracy. The EAM
potential between the atoms is given by28

U = �
i=1

N−1

�
j=i+1

N

V�rij� + �
i=1

N

F��i� , �1�

where the subscripts i and j indicate each of the N atoms in
the system, rij is the distance between atoms i and j, V�rij� is
a pairwise potential, F��i� is the embedding energy function,
and �i=� j��rij� is the radially symmetric electron density at
the position of atom i. The function ��r� is another pairwise
potential. Creating the potential involved finding optimal
functions for V�rij�, F��i�, and ��rij� of Eq. �1�. The poten-
tial development procedure was described in detail in Ref.
29. The analytical form of the functions for Ru is reported in
Table I.

Table II shows a comparison between several crystal
properties determined from the potential and values either
determined from calculations or experiments. Note that lat-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Atomic configuration of the simulation cell after
annealing of the asperity to a final temperature T=300 K and prior to the
contact simulation experiment. The top and bottom substrates consist of the
same material but different colors are used to emphasize material transfer
after contact separation.
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tice constants, surface energy �, and basal stacking fault en-
ergy I2 are in very good agreement with the experimental
values.30,32,34 We obtained larger differences between our
calculated values and experimental values of the other prop-

erties. In particular, we determined the melting point of this
Ru potential to be Tm=1792�5 K, using the coexistence
method.36 While this is low compared to the experimental
value for Ru �Tm=2607 K�, this is not a problem since all
simulations were performed at temperatures less than a quar-
ter of the melting temperature. Overall the potential is much
better suited for contact simulations than previous potentials.
Furthermore, we performed a series of MD simulations using
this potential over a wide range of temperatures in order to
ensure that the hcp structure is stable at finite temperatures.
These simulations were performed on a perfect crystal con-
taining 4800 Ru atoms and using periodic boundary condi-
tions in all three directions, where the periodic lengths were
free to adjust to ensure zero stress in the system. The hcp
structure was found to be stable from low temperature up to
the melting point.

IV. RUTHENIUM CONTACTS

Figure 2 shows the force-displacement curves for the Ru
contact simulations at temperatures of T=300 K and T
=600 K. The two force-displacement curves have many fea-
tures in common. The zero of the displacement corresponds
to the first contact between the top substrate and the asperity;
at large separation �initially negative displacement�, the force

TABLE I. The analytical form of the Ru potential. All distances are ex-
pressed in Å and energies in eV. The two numbers listed as “cutoff” indicate
the range of the adjacent basis function; a function with cutoff x-y should be
multiplied by H�r-x�H�y-r�, where H is the Heaviside step function. The
potential functions are available in a tabulated format in Ref. 50

Function Value Cutoff

V�r� exp�11.393523549007−8.8769414996354r
+3.7751688938761r2−0.99892512021332r3�

1.0–1.9

+84.370697642971�2.9−r�4−370.62682398816�2.9−r�5 1.9–2.9
+655.67905839695�2.9−r�6−549.25562909352�2.9−r�7 1.9–2.9

+177.09076987937�2.9−r�8 1.9–2.9
−3.0363100686117�5.0−r�4−3.0909218331545�5.0−r�5 1.9–5.0
−4.4211545804424�5.0−r�6−1.9205251191921�5.0−r�7 1.9–5.0

−0.31060214601543�5.0−r�8 1.9–5.0
+0.93316319033507�6.4−r�4−3.0761272816964�6.4−r�5 1.9–6.4
+3.5391800334269�6.4−r�6−1.7626076559210�6.4−r�7 1.9–6.4

+0.32587864688719�6.4−r�8 1.9–6.4
��r� 1.180972686�4.8−r�4 0–4.8

−0.7740233148�4.8−r�5+0.2696095863�4.8−r�6 0–4.8
−0.0471950464�4.8−r�7+0.0032605667�4.8−r�8 0–4.8

F��� 0.88124070590302�0.5 0−�

+6.5448285611211�10−7��−65�4 65−�

−2.5046137745775�10−6��−75�4 75−�

+2.3771143627356�10−5��−90�4 90−�

−4.4929936875438�10−5��−95�4 95−�

+2.3927653989776�10−5��−100�4 100−�

TABLE II. Values of several physical properties of ruthenium determined
using the potential developed herein compared with values from calculations
or experiments. The properties include the lattice constants a and c �Ref.
30�, elastic constants �C11, C12, C13, C33, and C44 �Ref. 31��, �0001� surface
energy � �Ref. 32�, cohesive energy Ec �Ref. 33�, vacancy formation energy
Ef

v �Ref. 22�, basal stacking fault energy I2 �Ref. 34�, energy difference
between the hcp and fcc lattices �Ehcp−	fcc, energy difference between the
hcp and body centered cubic�bcc� lattices �Ehcp−	bcc �Ref. 35�, and melting
temperature Tm �Ref. 51�. All of these properties were used in fitting the
potential, except for the melting temperature.

Literature T=0 K T=3 K T=300 K

a �Å� 2.706 2.705 2.7046 2.7067
c �Å� 4.282 4.288 4.288 4.288
c /a �Å� 1.582 1.585 1.5854 1.5841
I2 �meV /Å2� 54.6 53.8
� �meV /Å2� 190 189 189 189
C11 563 552a 514 476
C12 188 165a 148 152
C13 168 170a 145b 162b

C33 624 611a 586 610
C44 181 198a 199 197
Ec �eV� −6.74 −6.864 −6.864 −6.777
Ef

v �eV� 1.85 2.218
�Ehcp−	fcc �eV� 0.125 0.152 0.153 0.137
�Ehcp−	bcc �eV� 0.265 0.216 bcc unstable bcc unstable
Tm �K� 2607 1792

aCalculated using a virial expression.
bAverage of C13 ,C31 ,C23.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Force-displacement diagram for Ru contacts for �a�
T=300 K. The capital letter labels A–D correspond to configurations before
�A and C� and after �B and D� the decrease of one atomic plane in the
asperity. The capital letter labels E–H correspond to configurations before �E
and G� and after �F and H� the increase of one atomic plane in the asperity.
�b� �T=600 K�·The capital letter labels A and B correspond to configura-
tions before and after the increase of one atomic plane in the asperity,
respectively. Positive �negative� force indicates compression �tension�. The
arrows indicate the direction in which the curves are traversed.
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is zero. As the two substrates approach each other, the force
becomes negative because of the short range attractive inter-
actions between the atoms on the opposing substrate surfaces
�this is determined by the interaction range of the interatomic
potentials�. This attraction elastically stretches the two mate-
rials and there is a jump to contact.37–39 As the displacement
increases beyond this point, the material goes into compres-
sion. There is an approximately linear rise in the force with
displacement, punctuated by a series of relatively sharp
drops. The linear increase between the drops corresponds to
elastic compression. The sharp drops correspond to defect
generation or annihilation events �see below�. When the sign
of the velocity changes, the system begins to unload from the
compressed state. The unloading is initially characterized by
linear elastic regions with a few jumps. Eventually, the force
reaches a minimum �i.e., a maximum tensile stress�, follow-
ing which the tensile stress slowly decreases to zero over a
long displacement range. In this region, the overall force-
displacement trend is also interrupted by sharp jumps.

The two substrates separate at larger �negative� displace-
ment than that at which the initial contact occurred �i.e., zero
displacement�. The magnitude of the displacement necessary
to separate the two substrates is much larger in the high
temperature simulation than that for the low temperature one,
suggesting that the material is much more ductile �larger
strain to failure� at high temperature than at low temperature.
This interpretation is easily confirmed by reference to the
morphologies observed during deformation at 300 and 600 K
shown in Figs. 3�a�–3�f� and Figs. 3�g�–3�l�, respectively. At
T=300 K �Figs. 3�a�–3�f��, we observe a fracturelike rupture
of the bridge of atoms connecting the two substrates. On the
other hand, at T=600 K �Figs. 3�g�–3�l��, we observe the
formation and plastic stretching of a relatively long neck
between the two substrates.

Before we begin the examination of the atomic configu-
ration and how it evolves during contact and contact separa-
tion, we first remind the reader of the hcp structure, as
viewed in the projection employed in many of the images in

the remainder of the paper. Figure 4 shows the hcp structure

viewed along the �112̄0� direction �i.e., the �112̄0� plane�. In

this view, basal �0001� and pyramidal �101̄1� planes along
which dislocations can glide are visible. We will also show
views along the �0001� directions; i.e., the basal planes. The
�0001� projection shows dislocations �thanks to the atom
mismatch in different planes�.

To determine the microscopic origin of the force drops in
the force-displacement curve, we examine the structure for
the presence, formation, and annihilation of defects. Based
on earlier contact simulation observations7,40 and the fact
that dislocations carry plastic deformation, we focus on dis-
locations. The local atomic environment around dislocations
and the stacking faults that they can create differ from those
in the perfect crystal. Therefore, we employ the order param-
eter developed by Ackland and Jones20 to describe the envi-
ronment around individual atoms since it is able to distin-
guish between different local configurations �including those
of different crystal structures�. The presence of local struc-

FIG. 3. �Color online� A series of configurations corresponding to decreasing displacements d in angstroms, during the separation of the Ru contact surfaces
at ��a�–�f�� 300 K and ��g�–�l�� 600 K. The atoms are all Ru, but are colored red or yellow to indicate that they were initially part of the upper or lower
substrates, respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematic representation of the �112̄0� projection of
the hcp structure. The single and double red lines indicate a �0001� basal

plane and a pair of 101̄1 pyramidal planes, respectively. The letters A and B
refer to stacking sequence of the basal planes. The coloring is implied to
distinguish between these planes.
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tures of different or unknown symmetries within the metal
indicates the presence of a defect. In the images discussed
below, we color code the atoms according to this symmetry
parameter, coloring atoms red in an hcp environment, blue in
an fcc environment, and yellow otherwise. A stacking fault
along the �0001� planes of the hcp structure will appear as a
plane of blue atoms in the red matrix. Dislocation cores and
stacking faults in other planes �such as the pyramidal planes�
will appear yellow.

Figure 5�a� shows the atomic configuration in a four

�112̄0� atomic plane thick slap that cuts the system near its
center in a direction orthogonal to the substrate. This con-
figuration corresponds to point A in the force-displacement
curve of Fig. 2�a�. Figure 5�b� shows the projection of the
system at the same point on a �0001� plane parallel to the
substrate. When stress is applied in the �0001� direction, we
find that dislocations nucleate in the corners of the asperity/
substrate contact, as seen in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�. Careful ex-
amination of the dislocation produced shows that the active

slip system here is �101̄1�	12̄13
, indicating the presence of

dislocations with the Burgers vector of the 1
3 	1̄1̄23
-type.

These dislocations dissociate on the pyramidal and basal
plane.41–43 The small force drops in the force-displacement
curve are associated with plastic events in the system, such
as the formation or annihilation of these dislocations.

Figures 5�c� and 5�d� show the configuration corre-
sponding to point B in Fig. 2�a�. The large force drop at B
occurs due to the disappearance of half of a �0001� plane at

the interface originally as seen in Figs. 5�a� and 5�c�. The
edge dislocation in the basal plane disappears at point B
�Figs. 5�c� and 5�d��, leaving behind an asperity with one
less �0001� atomic plane. We observe that, despite the disap-
pearance of this plane, defects accumulate within the upper
substrate. Careful examination of Fig. 5�d� shows that at
least four lines of yellow atoms �dislocations� on different

�101̄1� planes are visible. This is not surprising since several

�101̄1� planes have the same orientation with respect to the
loading axis. This results in an asperity that is broadening
symmetrically during loading. The large force drops during
loading are associated with the disappearance of �0001�
planes from the asperity. �Similarly, large force jumps during
contact separation correlate with the creation of new �0001�
atomic planes in the asperity.�

During loading, defects continue to accumulate in the
proximity of the asperity �as shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��.
This state corresponds to point C in Fig. 2�a�. Between
points C and D, a force drop occurs, corresponding to the
decrease of one atomic plane in the asperity as shown in
Figs. 6�a� and 6�c�. This takes place through a series of slip
events that has the effect of expelling the defects outside of
the asperity region. �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d��.

The processes shown in Figs. 5 and 6 repeat until the
contacts begin to separate. In the early stages of the unload-
ing process, the force decreases linearly as the top substrate
is retracted. At T=300 K, when the unloading process is
started, dislocations are still present in the system. These
defects survive the early stages of the unloading and at point
E in Fig. 2�a�, the dislocations are extended, as shown in
Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�. At point F in Fig. 2�a�, the defects have
almost completely disappeared through a series of slip events
in the pyramidal planes �Figs. 7�b� and 7�c��. During this
process, a new plane is created inside the bridge of atoms
and a large force jump is observed in the force-displacement
curve. After this first event, the elastic response continues

FIG. 5. �Color online� Atomistic configuration during the compression of a
Ru asperity �lower substrate� against a flat Ru surface at T=300 K. Red
atoms are in a hcp environment, blue atoms within an fcc environment and
yellow atoms are in an environment of some other unknown symmetry. �a�
and �b� correspond to point A in Fig. 2�a�. �a� Lateral view of a thin slab of

four �112̄0� planes, while �b� is the top view of the contacts projected on the
basal �0001� plane at point A in Fig. 2�a�. �c� Lateral view of a thin slab of

four �112̄0� planes at point B in Fig. 2�a�. �d� The top view of the contacts
projected on the basal �0001� plane at point B in Fig. 2�a�. Lines in �a� and
�c� are guides to the eyes. The arrows in �b� and �d� indicate the position of
the slab section reported in �a� and �c�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but for point C ��a� and �b�� and point
D ��c� and �d�� in Fig. 2�a�.
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until the slope of the force-displacement curve changes. At
this point, we observe both crack propagation along with
slip. Both cracks and dislocations are nucleated at the
asperity/substrate contact �Fig. 8�. In particular, from the top
view, we observe how plastic events occur mainly near the
outer surface of the asperity, while in the center we observe
fracture �as seen from the near perfection in the cross sec-
tions in Figs. 8�b� and 8�d��. These fracture events correlate
with small jumps in the force-displacement curve.

When the contact simulation is performed at T=600 K,
we observe the same general features as seen at the lower
temperature �T=300 K� during the loading portion of the
cycle. The same slip events occur, but with less accumulation
of defects in the substrate. This is most likely the result of

the larger dislocation mobility at elevated temperature. On
the other hand, the unloading process is very different. Al-

though the same slip system �101̄1�	12̄13
 is active at T
=600 K, the deformation at T=600 K is not accompanied
by fracture. Dislocations are nucleated at the corner of the
bridge/substrate contact. The bridge elongates by repeated
slips along these planes and the rearrangement of the atoms
to form new atom layers �plastic accommodation of the ten-
sile strain in the z-direction�. An example of the slip process
is shown in Fig. 9.

V. GOLD CONTACTS

In order to compare the behavior of Ru to that of the
well studied case of Au, we repeat the contact simulations for
Au at approximately the same homologous temperature Th

=T /Tm, where Tm is the melting temperature. Since the melt-
ing temperature of Ru is Tm=2607 K and Au melts at Tm

=1337 K, we now analyze Au at T=150 K and T=300 K.
To make the conditions as similar as possible between Au
and Ru we apply the stress in the �111� direction of Au, that
is perpendicular to the hexagonal plane of the fcc lattice
which is akin to the basal �0001� plane of hcp Ru. Since the
effect of orientation was studied in detail before,40 we only
briefly analyze the morphology and force-displacement
curve of �111�-oriented Au here.

The force-displacement curves for �111�-oriented Au at
T=150 K and T=300 K are shown in Fig. 10. The long tails
during the separation process indicate that ductile separation
�without crack propagation� occurs at both temperatures.
This is confirmed by observation of the morphology in Fig.
11. A long thin connective neck forms and elongates as the
two substrates are pulled apart. The neck breaks when it

FIG. 7. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but during unloading at point E ��a�
and �b�� and point F ��c� and �d�� in Fig. 2�a�.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but during unloading at point G ��a�
and �b�� and point H ��c� and �d�� in Fig. 2�a�.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5, but for temperature T=600 K during
unloading. Points A and B in Fig. 2�b� are shown in �a� and �b� and �c� and
�d�, respectively.
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thins to a diameter of one to two atoms. This kind of sepa-
ration process is responsible for the observed long tail in the
force-displacement unloading curve for Au. The amount of
material transferred between the two surfaces is about the
same at the two different temperatures. Since gold has an fcc
lattice, partial dislocations tend to form and move on �111�
planes. Indeed, we find that with the stress oriented in the
�111� direction, the microscopic mechanism for plastic defor-
mation is the same as was previously observed7,40 with the
stress in the �100� direction.

VI. DISCUSSION

Operationally, we consider a material to be brittle when
separation occurs without plasticity and ductile when there is

considerable plasticity and fracture/bond breaking is very
limited. Figures 12�a� and 12�b� show schematic representa-
tions of brittle and ductile separations, respectively. Clearly,
different degrees of ductility are possible, depending on the
number of active slip systems and the dislocation mobility at
the test temperature. Materials that are macroscopically
brittle may undergo some plasticity on the microscopic
level.44 In bulk metals, plasticity is normally controlled by
the motion of dislocations. However, in nanoscale metals,
plasticity is often controlled by the nucleation of dislocations
rather than by their motion. This is often referred to as “dis-
location starvation.” This arises because of the strong attrac-
tion between a dislocation and a nearby free surface and
because the typical �steady-state� dislocation density is such
that the spacing between dislocations is larger than the nano-
scale asperities examined herein. Dislocations that remain
after a full cycle in the simulations would have sufficient
time to escape if the simulation time was significantly longer
than that accessible in MD. Variations in the deformation
from cycle-to-cycle have been published previously.9

Gold typically exhibits ductile behavior,11–33 with neck-
ing at large strains at both T=150 K and T=300 K. Our
simulations show that while Ru is ductile at T=600 K, it is
more brittle at T=300 K, separating by a combination of
fracture and plasticity. The difference between the ductile/
brittle behavior of Au and Ru contact has also been seen in
finite element method calculations.45 There are several con-
tributions to the difference in behavior of Au and Ru. Since
Au is fcc and deforms by dislocation motion of the
�111�	011
-type, there are many slip systems available to ac-
commodate strain along any axis �see Fig. 13�a��.

On the other hand Ru has an hcp lattice, and although a
number of different slip systems have been observed �Fig.
13�b��,46–48 some of these are difficult to activate. As a result,
the total number of slip systems that participates in deforma-
tion can be activated at low stress is more limited than in fcc.
We have also performed a series of simulations in which a

Ru contact was loaded along the �101̄2� direction, such that
both the basal and pyramidal planes are active slip systems.
Here too, we observed the Ru contact to separate in a brittle
way at room temperature and with more ductility at T
=600 K. The surface energy of Ru is approximately three
times larger than in Au and the stacking fault energy of Ru is
roughly 16 times higher than in Au.23 Increasing the stacking
fault energy makes slip more difficult, while increasing the

FIG. 10. �Color online� Force-displacement diagram for Au contacts at �a�
T=300 K and �b� T=150 K.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Simulation images of Au contact separation at �a�
T=300 K and �b� T=150 K. Red �yellow� spheres indicate gold atoms that
at the beginning of the simulation are in the top �bottom� substrate.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Schematic representation of the �a� brittle �several
intersecting cracks� and �b� ductile separation scenarios.
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surface energy �and work of adhesion� makes fracture more
difficult. However, since the increase in stacking fault energy
in Ru compared to Au is much greater then the increase in
surface energy, the change from Au to Ru leads to an in-
creased tendency for fracture in Ru than in Au. We speculate
that the increased resistance of Ru to plastic deformation
during contact may contribute to its increased resistance to
damage during repetitive contact �i.e., the morphology
changes little on cycling in Ru, unlike Au�.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the nanocontact mechanics of ru-
thenium using MD simulations. We first developed an EAM
potential for Ru that reproduces the experimental elastic con-
stants, surface, and stacking fault energies. The simulations
were performed in a system composed of two substrates, one
with a flat surface and the other with a parallel flat surface
that has a single roughly hemispherical asperity. During
loading, the top flat substrate moves toward the lower sub-
strate at a constant velocity. At a preset displacement, the
sign of the velocity is switched and the two surfaces pull
apart, until the contact is broken. During the simulation, the
force in the system, the atomistic configuration, and the local
order parameter are monitored. In Ru at T=300 K and T
=600 K, we observed plastic events �dislocation formation,
motion, and annihilation/escape� during the loading process.
This deformation was localized primarily as slip on pyrami-
dal planes. When the two substrates are pulled apart, we
observed brittle contact separation at T=300 K. This was
characterized by crack formation and bond breaking and by a
short tail in the force-displacement curve past the maximum
tensile force. On the other hand, at T=600 K, the separation
was much more ductile and was characterized by slip on
pyramidal planes and no cracks. A small bridge of atoms
between the top and the bottom substrates forms in the final
stages of the separation at T=600 K. The force-
displacement curves showed considerable plastic deforma-
tion following the peak tensile force associated with the
necking that led to neck formation. We repeated nearly iden-
tical contact simulation in Au at the same homologous tem-

peratures �for the sake of comparison�. At both T=150 K
and T=300 K, Au is strongly ductile with a long tail in the
force-displacement curve and contact separation occurs with
the formation of a neck. In Au, the plastic deformation cor-
responds to slip along the �111� planes. Our findings provide
a partial explanation of why Ru contacts are more reliable
than Au contacts. That is, Ru undergoes much less plastic
deformation and morphology change than does Au under the
same conditions. To be a good contact, the material must
have a high electrical conductance. Unfortunately, the con-
ductance of Ru and its failure are sensitive to oxygen and
carbon contamination.49 In real Ru contacts, the surfaces are
typically covered with layers of ruthenium oxide that can
change the adhesion and stacking fault energies. Work is in
progress to develop a model to study the effect of ruthenium
oxide on the mechanical properties of nanocontacts.
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